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The land that is now called “Orange, Connecticut” was first settled by Europeans in
1639 as part of the Town of Milford. It was purchased from the Paugusset tribe by
the Rev. Peter Prudden for six coats, 10 blankets, one kettle, 12 hatchets, 12 hoes,
two dozen knives and a dozen small mirrors. In 1822, Orange was incorporated as
an independent town. Today, we celebrate it’s 200th birthday! To volunteer for bicentennial activities, kindly call any of the committee members individually, or
email adenny@orange-ct.gov.

Cancellation Policy
If the Synagogue needs to close for
inclement weather, notification will
be done via WTNH Channel 8 TV,
NBC Connecticut Channel 6, and
WFSB Channel 3 TV. Emails will be
sent to the entire Congregation if the
building is closing. For school closing information, the same forms of
notification will be used: e-mail,
WTNH Channel 8 TV, NBC Connecticut Channel 6 and WFSB Channel 3 TV. (Note: Look for YAHAD
of Woodbridge.) Notification will be
made by 8:00 am on Sundays. If the
Bethany, Orange, Woodbridge, Amity school system closes early on
Wednesday, Hebrew school will be
cancelled. If BOWA, does not cancel
on a Wednesday due to timing of the
storm and we must, we will follow
the same procedure as Sundays: an email will be sent to all parents. The
closing will be posted on WTNH
Channel 8 TV, NBC Connecticut

The Orange Chamber of Commerce will offer a Commemorative Brick Project as
part of the Town of Orange Bicentennial Celebration. The bricks, which can contain
any message you choose, will be installed around the Gazebo at the High Plains
Community center. Congregation Or Shalom will earn $5.00 from each brick sold!
Simply go to the internet site: www.bricksrus.com/donorsite/orangechamberbricks
and type in the code COS specifically for Congregation Or Shalom, Or Shalom will
receive $5.00 from the sale. The sale of bricks will run through June 2022. If you
SCHOLARSTREAM!
Scholarstream
is a FREE
educational
series,
sponsored by
The United
Synagogue of
Conservative
Judaism,
bringing you
face to face
with the
brightest and
most engaging
scholars of our
day!
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Congregation Or Shalom’s
Guiding Principles:
To serve as a vibrant center for the practice and
teaching of Conservative Judaism; to create a
spiritual and social atmosphere in which Congregants
feel part of a larger Synagogue family.

Shabbat Services: In-person & Zoom
Please join us
Fridays @ 7:30 pm
Saturdays @ 9:30 am
Check your email for links
or call the office
203.799.2341

TODAH RABAH:

To: Deborah Edery for helping with the Yahad school
Hanukkah craft.
To: Caryl Winter for leading the December book discussion.
To: Those Congregants and non congregants who
participated in our Synagogue Survey.
To: Zena Scates, Mara Saccente, and Larry Lambert
for chaperoning the 7th grade class trips.
To: Mara Saccente, Ella Franzman and Larry Lambert
who volunteered at the Yahad Hanukkah Celebration.
To: Harvey Remz & Paul Seplowitz who went
through our Holocaust Torah looking for vulnerable
areas.

A Peaceful Way to Usher in the Sabbath

Note: February 4th Friday Night Shabbat Service will start
at 7:00 pm and will be lead by the Hebrew School, Pre-K to
6th Grade.

It is customary to light candles Friday evening in the home
for Shabbat approximately 18 minutes prior to sunset. Here
are candle lighting times for January & February in Greater
New Haven:

The entire Congregation wishes to extend its
heartfelt condolences to the families of:

Lighting Shabbat Candles

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

7
14
21
28
4
11
18
25

4:21p.m.
4:28p.m.
4:36p.m.
4:45p.m.
4:54p.m.
5:03p.m.
5:11p.m.
5:20p.m.

Or Shalom Office Hours
Monday through Thursday
10:00 a.m.— 4:00 p.m.
Friday 10:00 a.m.— 3:00 p.m.
Call us at 203-799-2341

Moved or changed your email address?
Please contact the office and
let us know.
REMEMBER THE NEEDY DURING

THE PANDEMIC
Kindly drop off non-perishable food at Wendy Novick’s
front door. Please call the synagogue 203.799.2341
for details!

IN MEMORIAM

Pearl Novick beloved mother & mother-in-law
of Ron & Wendy Novick
Henry Kirchheimer beloved father & father-in-law
of Bonnie & Keith Indeck
Daniel Feldman beloved father & father-in-law
of Dr. Richard & Laurie Feldman
MILESTONES IN OUR COMMUNITY
Rose Liebnick (wife of Alan z”1) joyfully announces
the marriage of her son
Zachary to Stephanie Huber
Help the Synagogue’s Fundraising
Effort Without Spending Money or Volunteering

Do you shop at ShopRite, Stop & Shop or Big Y?
Most of us do, even if it is for a few things. Do you
buy gas at Stop & Shop? Many of us do that too.
Then you can help Or Shalom raise money with very
little effort on your part. Just buy gift cards from Or
Shalom and use them to shop at ShopRite, Stop &
Shop or Big Y. The gift cards are the same as cash
and if you do not spend the entire value of the card,
you get it back and can reuse it. Or Shalom earns 5%
on every card that you buy from us. Gift Cards
(Scrip) are available through the office, 203.799.2341
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From the Rabbi…
AMEN!
Standing on line at the bank the other day, I
overheard the following brief conversation between the bank teller & a customer: “So, Joe,
how’s your morning going? After a few moments of
thought, Joe smiled, and replied: “Well, to be perfectly
honest, I woke up this morning feeling great! Beautiful
sunshine came through my bedroom window, the birds
were chirping… but…” Joe smiled again. “Then I made a
big mistake: I turned on the news.”
I suspect that these days, many of us can identify with
Joe’s “mistake.” For nearly two years now, COVID-19
has kept us constantly glued to the news. But the news
has, largely, not been good. Now, to be sure, the information we’ve acquired from the news media has enabled
us all to grapple with the pandemic intelligently. But our
continuous exposure to an abundance of Covid-19 news
and the upheavals and tsuris the pandemic has wreaked,
has undoubtedly taken a toll on our frame of mind. In
fact, recent psychological surveys confirm what we’ve
known for some time: Over the past two years, the emotional well-being of average Americans has declined noticeably.
And personally speaking, I feel it’s no coincidence that
these days, my favorite part of the weekday minyan is the
Morning Blessings (“Birkot Hashchar”). The “Blessings,”
said at the very opening of the service, literally enumerates our blessings, as the congregation responds “Amen,”
to each one – e.g.,
Thank you G-d, for making us free… Amen!

Thank you G-d, for giving us sight… Amen!
Thank you G-d, for giving us clothing… Amen!
Thank you G-d, for providing for our needs… Amen!
Thank you G-d, for strengthening us with courage…
Amen!
Etc…
Recently, as I was thumbing through a copy of Dr. Martin
Seligman’s landmark book, “Flourish: a new understanding of happiness and well-being,” I came across the following passage:
“…For evolutionary reasons, most of us are not nearly as
good at dwelling on good events as we are at dwelling on
bad events. Those of our ancestors who spent a lot of
time basking in the sunshine of good events, when they
should have been preparing for disaster, didn’t survive the

ice age! …So, to overcome our brains’ natural catastrophic bent, we need to work on, and practice the skill
of thinking about what went well.”
After reading Dr. Seligman’s words, I added, …And if
that means, that upon waking up in the morning, instead
of checking the “all important” newscast, we gaze at the
sunshine coming through our windows, sip on coffee,
listen to the chirping birds, appreciate the stillness … and
remember what’s going well in our lives then… well,
Amen!
With Shalom,

Rabbi Alvin Wainhaus

The Rabbi’s Wednesday morning
“Coffee &… Learn” Class:
IN-PERSON & VIA ZOOM
Wednesdays, 11am-Noon
Topic: "THE MEANINGS OF THE BIBLE’S STORIES"
Our weekly learning & discussion gatherings with the
rabbi continue this Wednesday. As usual, the class runs
from 11am till noon. For the time being, we'll refrain
from serving coffee & refreshments, in order to keep our
masks on. NOTE: This class will be a hybrid event - i.e.,
BOTH "in-person" & "Zoom." If you prefer to attend
via "Zoom," kindly email Ileane at the synagogue office - coshalom@sbcglobal.net - and request
the Zoom link. ("Zoomers" will "converse" via the chat
box.)

TAG SALE
Or Shalom will be holding its tag sale this
summer. Start saving items. All items will
be collected starting in April by appointment only. Please call Bernice Konowitz to set up an appointment or if you have questions. 203-305-1051
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From the President….
The Goths and Vandals had just poured
into Western Europe and the ensuing
chaos reigned supreme. The Early Middle Ages, following the fall of the Roman Empire, was not a very pleasant
time to be, a time made distinctive by
significant economic, intellectual, and cultural decline. It
was an Italian scholar, Petrarch, who first conceptualized
the interplay of the “dark” post-Roman times versus the
“light” of classical antiquity and this descriptive contrast
existed until the Renaissance, to be shortly followed by the
Age of Enlightenment. The turbulent intervening centuries
became known as the Dark Ages. Although modern historians have generally refrained from using the term, it survives at the U.S. Naval Academy under its own meaning.
Certainly, the Dark Ages at the Academy have very little in
common with those of 5th through 10th century Europe;
however, harsh Annapolis winter weather, with little opportunity for merriment and music, and demanding academics,
soon made the moniker a standard term for most Midshipmen to describe the season until the onset of spring.

gloomy time, in bringing joy it uplifts morale. It is a
beacon that pierces the physical and perhaps psychological darkness of these now-present drab months, often
helping us see a way forward. And as we in the Navy
discovered while underway, the light of teamwork, community and human connection were vitally important.
Looking beyond Hanukkah, you will be reading this
bulletin after the start of the 2022 New Year. It is a time
when, once again, we take stock of where our lives, both
personal and congregational, are at. We assess, we plan,
and we chart new directions. The Dark Ages were and
are a time for work and creativity. After all, the seeds of
change leading to the Age of Enlightenment were planted during the Dark Ages. Likewise, what we work on
now will come to fruition in the months ahead. It is a
time to focus on what we want and need to accomplish
this spring and beyond, to act upon what we have
learned (from the membership survey, for example). In
this year’s Dark Ages, we will continue to move forward, to become better at what we do. The fuel for the
future is the enduring light of Hanukkah just past.
B’shalom,

As I pen this, the winter solstice is only three weeks away
and, of course, marks the start of the darkest and coldest
months of the year. Naval Academy graduates carried their
concept of the Dark Ages to the fleet where, more or less,
the term enjoyed routine use. Imagine being at sea in the
North Atlantic winter - gray water, gray sky, little daylight
(especially in the northern latitudes…where our elusive
prey was most apt to be found); the Dark Ages pretty well
summed up the psychological mindset of most of the crew.
To be finished with flying for the day or being done with
bridge watch was a relief when one desperately wanted
nothing more than warmth, light, the company of other
people, a hot cup of coffee, and usually a less turbulent sea
state. One does not have to be at sea to feel the same way
during winter months.
Also, as I write, the third Hanukkah candle will be lit this
evening celebrating our Festival of Lights. Even as the celestial mechanics of our planet’s orbit bring on the increased darkness of the season, the light from the candles
of our Hanukkah menorahs forces the darkness back, both
with the illumination provided and the gathering of family
and friends in celebration. It’s as if the Hanukkah message
is “this, too, shall pass”, the Dark Ages are only transitory.
It is a message that doesn’t end after the eighth candle is lit.
Hanukkah continues to brighten what might otherwise be a

Bob Spaulding

For Tu BiShvat, plant a tree in Israel. Go to this link https://
usa.jnf.org/jnf-tree-planting-center/ or Call 800.542.8733
9am-6pm EST
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Rescheduled from December
Thursday January 20th at 7:00 pm
The Netanyahus by Joshua Cohen
Discussion led by Rachel Ranis
Corbin College, not quite upstate New
York, winter 1959–1960: Ruben Blum,
a Jewish historian—but not an historian
of the Jews—is co-opted onto a hiring
committee to review the application of an exiled Israeli scholar specializing in the Spanish Inquisition.
When Benzion Netanyahu shows up for an interview,
family unexpectedly in tow, Blum plays the reluctant
host to guests who proceed to lay waste to his American complacencies. Mixing fiction with nonfiction, the
campus novel with the lecture, The Netanyahus is a
wildly inventive, genre-bending comedy of blending,
identity, and politics that finds Joshua Cohen at the
height of his powers.
Thursday February 17th at 7:00 pm
Florence Adler Swims Forever
by Rachel Beanland
Discussion led by Caryl Winter
Atlantic City, 1934. Every summer,
Esther and Joseph Adler rent their
house out to vacationers escaping to
“America’s Playground” and move
into the small apartment above their
bakery. Despite the cramped quarters, this is the apartment where they raised their two
daughters, Fannie and Florence, and it always feels
like home. Now, Florence has returned from college,
determined to spend the summer training to swim the
English Channel, and Fannie, pregnant again after recently losing a baby, is on bedrest for the duration of
her pregnancy. After Joseph insists they take in a mysterious young woman whom he recently helped emigrate from Nazi Germany, the apartment is bursting at
the seams. When tragedy strikes, Esther makes the
shocking decision to hide the truth—at least until Fannie’s baby is born—and pulls the family into an elaborate web of secret-keeping and lies, bringing longburied tensions to the surface that reveal how quickly
the act of protecting those we love can turn into betrayal.
Contact the office at 203.799.2341 to get
the Zoom registration link
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CONTRIBUTIONS
GENERAL FUND

A donation from James Blume
In honor of my milestone 70th birthday
From: Larry & Rachelle Lambert
To: Ron & Wendy Novick in memory of your
beloved mother & mother-in-law Pearl Novick
From: Rhea Paul; Roger & Judith Hess; Robin
& Bill Fox; Rose Liebnick & family
To: Bonnie & Keith Indeck in memory of your
beloved father & father-in-law Henry Kirchheimer
From: Robin & Bill Fox
To: Sid Klein in honor of conducting the shiva
service
From: Bonnie & Keith Indeck
To: Richard & Laurie Feldman in memory of your
beloved father & father-in-law Daniel Feldman
From: Ana & Steven White & family

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Appreciation:

Lila & Gordon Fain; Nancy Nishball; Miriam
Glenn; Bonnie & Keith Indeck; Sharon & Eric
Gaynor
In memory of my beloved father Sidney Eisner
From: Janet Sender
In memory of my beloved grandfather Meyer
Rogol
In memory of my beloved parents Rebecca & Ben
Gandelman
From: Brenda & Robert Brenner
In memory of my beloved husband Leonard Pearl
In memory of my beloved mother & father Sadie &
Irving Broder
In memory of my beloved mother-in-law &
father-in-law Ethel & Jack Pearl
From: Joan Pearl
To: Ron & Wendy Novick in memory of your
beloved mother & mother-in-law Pearl Novick
From: Seth, Patti, Jake & Evan Hollander
To: Bonnie & Keith Indeck in memory of your
beloved father & father-in-law Henry Kirchheimer
From: Mindy & Gene Printz-Kopelson

MORNING MINYAN FUND

To: Larry Lambert in honor of your milestone 70th
birthday
To: Ron & Wendy Novick in memory of your
beloved mother & mother-in-law Pearl Novick
To: Bonnie & Keith Indeck in memory of your
beloved father & father-in-law Henry Kirchheimer
From: Mitch & Abby Goldblatt

SOCIAL ACTION FUND

To: Bob Spaulding in honor of your commitment
to Congregation Or Shalom and to the
Congregations of Orange Collaboratives
From: Nancy & Larry Kline
In honor of my grandson Alexander Budoff’s Bar
Mitzvah. Mazel Tov to the Budoff family
From: Linda Tishler

To: Bonnie & Keith Indeck in memory of your beloved father
& father-in-law Henry Kirchheimer
From: Minna & Lew Kaufman; Elaine & Sid Klein;
Barbara & Jeff Orell; Ruth Friedman & Barry Wasserman
To: Ron & Wendy Novick in memory of your beloved mother
& mother-in-law Pearl Novick
From: Elain & Sid Klein; Ruth Friedman & Barry
Wasserman
To: Margie & Joe Shapiro a donation to Spooner House in
your honor
From: Nancy & Don Tamis

PAULA SAMUEL MEMORIAL SOCIAL
ACTION FUND

To: Jay Samuel & family may your mother’s memory be a
blessing
From: Alisa H. Kesten
To: Nikki & Jay Samuel in memory of your beloved mother
Paula
From: Edina & David Oestreicher

ADULT EDUCATION FUND

To: Susan Savitsky & family in memory of your beloved
father Albert H. Small
To: Ron & Wendy Novick in memory of your beloved mother
Pearl Novick
From: Elaine Chapman

DOROTHY & JULES HORN EDUCATIONAL
FUND
To: Linda & Gilbert Feldman Mazel Tov on your 60th
Wedding Anniversary
From: Jemi & Gary Goldstein

YAHRZEIT FUND IN MEMORY OF:

Mildred Yargotah beloved mother of Joel Young
Sadie Kisner beloved mother-in-law of Annette Kisner
Esther Weissman beloved aunt of Larry Lambert
Dr. Robert Aaronson beloved father of Lauren Sachs
Barry Goldblatt beloved husband of Deeva Laubstein
Michael Franzman beloved father-in-law of Karla Franzman
Jean & Arthur Schpero beloved sister-in-law & brother-in-law
of Edith Schpero
Dr. Robert Aaronson beloved husband of Susan Aaronson
Helen Camhi beloved mother of Phyllis Flaks
Victor Deutch beloved father of Gladys Horowitz
Yale Matzkin beloved father of Carol M. Kaufman
Irving Snitkin beloved father of Sylvia Frumer
Zelda Walman beloved mother of Sidney Horowitz
Isie Goldstein beloved father of Linda Towbin
Charles Isenberg beloved husband of Rhea Paul
Lynda Kaloides beloved mother of Brent Kaloides
Clara Tinter beloved mother of Alan L. Tinter
Ida Slusky beloved mother-in-law of Carole Slusky
Joseph Hoch beloved father & father-in-law of Lisa & Michael
Schwartz
Robert Hollander beloved father of Seth Hollander
Geraldine Katz beloved sister of Jim Blume
Fannie Barstein beloved mother of Noel Barstein
Richard Singer beloved nephew of Annette Kisner
Carmen Singer beloved niece of Annette Kisner
Sabina Richman beloved sister of Joel Young
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
Steven Roday beloved husband, father & grandfather
of Marianne Roday & family
Louis Indeck beloved father of Keith Indeck
Freda Merriam beloved aunt of Larry Merriam
Abraham Berne beloved father & father-in-law of
Marjorie & Joe Shapiro
Maureen Zinowski beloved mother-in-law of Kas
Asher
Sophie Schoen beloved mother of Beverly Propen
Vera Bernhard beloved great aunt of Barbara
Goodstein
Betty Sommers beloved mother of Phil Sommers
Samuel Adam Margolis beloved son of Amy
Margolis
Harry Abdirkin beloved father of Susan Abdirkin
Morris Savitt beloved father of Herb Savitt
Leonard Pearl beloved father of Gary & Deneen
Pearl
Sarah Franzman beloved mother-in-law of Karla
Franzman
Phyllis Strumpf beloved wife of Manny Strumpf
Shulem Jacob Kohn beloved father of Miriam Edberg
Fannie Soloway beloved aunt of Lewis Kaufman
Sadie Ackerman beloved sister & aunt of Freda
Galanty & Toby Rockwell
Beatrice Grossman beloved mother of Deeva
Laubstein
Fannie Strumpf beloved step-mother of Manny
Strumpf
Jeffrey Marks beloved husband of Marilynn Marks
Rhoda & Arthur Marks beloved mother-in-law &
father-in-law of Marilynn Marks
Miriam Goldstein beloved mother of Linda Towbin
Sol Eigen beloved father of Arlene Schwartz
In memory of beloved Tova Kleiman from Leslie
Bufferd
Philip Bassett beloved father of Judi Moskowitz
Muriel Silverman beloved mother of Warren
Silverman
George & Ruth Syat beloved parents of David Syat
Gladys Weiner beloved mother of Judith Atlas
Irving Korn beloved father of Alvin Korn
Norman Davidow beloved father of Carol Shapiro

BRICK LIST

REGULAR BRICKS $5 SILVER $7
CHAI $18

GOLD $10

Email Nancy Katz at
nkatz411@gmail.com
SILVER BRICKS:
To: Rhona Ceppos & Family in honor of the
marriage of your daughter Morgan Abel to
Daniel Kraver
To: Ron & Wendy Novick in memory of your
beloved mother Pearl Novick
From: Bev and Mike Propen

Yahad
We’re just about halfway through our
school year! In addition to lots of class time,
the students have enjoyed many special activities to
round out their learning - e.g., Israeli dance, learning to
make olive oil for Hanukkah and of course a Hanukkah
celebration with latkes, gelt and dreidels! Our children
also built a huge “Canorah” - a menorah made out of
canned food items to be donated to the local food pantry.
Our 7th graders went with Rabbi Wainhaus on a number
of informative field trips - e.g., the Orchard Street Shul &
historic landmark, our old cemetery on Derby Milford
Road and the J.C.C. where the students learned about the
history and the many aspects of Greater New Haven’s
Jewish Community. Below are photos of the
activities and the trips. If you are interested in more
information about our Hebrew school, kindly contact the
office @ 203.799.2341.

We are almost there!
We have 53% participation.
If the other 47% of the membership gave at least
$18 we would exceed our goal this year!
CURRENTLY PLEDGED
$34,998.00 of our $36,000 goal
The Annual Campaign allows us to keep our
membership dues low by distributing the financial
burden voluntarily to those who may be better able to afford it
and lessens the burden on those who cannot as easily participate.
Every contribution is important, no matter the amount. Every
contribution helps bring us closer to our goal, which this year is
$36,000. Your contribution helps the Synagogue to provide the
services for the community and Congregation. The Synagogue
has new and unique challenges this coming year due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and the mitzvah of participating in the annual campaign has never been more critical to the financial stability of Congregation Or Shalom. Note, for now we are just looking
for your pledge. Your payments can be spread out through the
year. Thank you in advance for your participation and generous
contributions.
The Annual Campaign Committee
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Our Social Action Committee is multi-faceted with
one-time and ongoing activities to support various
communities in our greater New Haven and Connecticut region. We are a welcoming group and invite our
Or Shalom members who may have an interest to join.
Please contact Nancy Kline at nancykline@gmail.com
Here are some of our current activities. We welcome
your participation in any of them:
Our MITZVAH of the MONTH collections help
those less fortunate in our community. Our Mitzvah of
the Month for January consist of school supplies and
for February socks & mittens. You may bring these to
the Tzedakah Box located in the lobby of the synagogue. Non-perishable food can be dropped off at
Wendy Novick's home, 358 Karen Drive, Orange
throughout the year.
Some of the charities we assist are the following:
D.E.S.K. The Downtown Evening Soup Kitchen
Due to Covid, meals are not being served inside but
help is needed in delivering and packing groceries and
distributing meals. They also need men's large size
clothing, backpacks or roller luggage, toiletries, menstrual products and non-perishable food.
These items may be left in the Tzedekah Box at the
synagogue. D.E.S.K. also is in need of monetary donations. For more information contact SAC member, Roz
Klein, at kleinroz228@gmail.com or go to the
D.E.S.K. website at www.deskct.org. You may also
contact Charlie at volunteer@deskct or call 203-6246426 ext.6170.
SPOONER HOUSE located in Shelton, provides critical food, shelter and support services to people in
need in Fairfield and New Haven counties. For many
years SAC has ensured an evening meal provided to
the residents on the third Sunday of the month. At this
time, due to Covid, we are currently delivering the
meal to their doorstep or having a local restaurant provide the meal. Contact Ruby Benarroch at 203-8432675 for information.

Both D.E.S.K. and Spooner House have wish lists on
their websites for AmazonSmile.
The websites are www.deskct.org and
www.actspooner.org. Please consider helping.
THE CHESED PROJECT is composed of volunteers who bring kindness, the definition of Chesed, to
members of our synagogues who are facing difficulties
related to health, loss and grief. Activities may include
friendly phone calls, picking up groceries and assisting
with computer issues. If you know someone who
would benefit from our help contact Minna Kaufman
minna@optonline.net or Barbara Blosveren
barbarablosveren@gmail.com.

KNITTERS WANTED! Join our SAC project to knit
winter hats for those in hospitals. This can be a relaxing and
productive hobby for you. Find “loomahat.com” on
YouTube and go to Loom Knit Hat for Beginners for
step-by-step instructions. Contact Ruby Benarroch at
203-843-2657 for further information or to donate acrylic
yarn.
COC. Congregations of Orange Collaborative, consisting
of members from SAC and other social action groups from
various houses of worship in Orange, have joined together
to discuss activities to benefit the community. On December
5th from 1-3 a pop-the-trunk event was held in collaboration
with the Orange Food Bank geared towards children. Check
our weekly e-news for current updates. If you would like to
get involved contact Lauren Seplowitz at
lseplowitz@gmail.com.
JCARR, the Jewish Community Alliance for Refugee Resettlement, is a partnership of Congregation Beth El-Keser
Israel, Congregation B'nai Jacob, Congregation Mishkan
Israel, Congregation Or Shalom, Temple Emanuel, Temple
Beth David and the Jewish Federation of Greater New
Haven.
JCARR, a co-sponsor with Integrated Refugee and Immigration Services (IRIS) the principal refugee resettlement
agency in Connecticut, continues to help new refugee and
immigrant families resettle in our community. Volunteers
start working before a family's arrival to identify affordable
housing, furnish and supply the home and collect clothing
and other basic necessities. Our sixth JCARR family has
been making good progress since their arrival in late summer. Our next refugee family will be arriving soon from
Afghanistan. Preparations are underway at this time prior to
their arrival. For more information to volunteer or make a
financial contribution contact Jean Silk, JCARR Coordinator at jsilk@jewishnewhaven.org or Nancy Kline at nancykline@gmail.com.
CONECT. SAC has been exploring a future relationship
with CONECT, Congregations Organized for a New Connecticut. It is composed of a group of churches, synagogues,
mosques and civic organizations from New Haven and Fairfield counties who have joined together to take action on
social and economic justice issues in our state. They have
been successful in making a difference on issues such as
gun violence, health insurance rates immigrant rights and
police reform. More information will be made available prior to our annual meeting in May.
Thank you to all who
stopped by on
December 5th at
POP A TRUNK and
donated food. Thank
you to our member
Jonathan Glassman
and his boy scout
troop for helping.
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Amazon
Shopping

SMILE
Commission

Shop Amazon.com using the link below and Or Shalom
will receive a commission! It is easy---no cards, no
codes, no signing up. Just follow the link and shop!
Click on this link to get started:
http://smile.amazon.com/ch/06-0874061

Use Auto-Purchase for
Monthly Grocery Gift Cards!
Many Congregants have asked for it and now it is available.
We know you want to support Or Shalom’s Gift Card program
but don’t always remember. So we are making it even easier.
Use the form on the website to submit and sign up for
monthly auto-purchase. On the first of each month, we will
charge your credit card for the amount you specify and mail
the gift cards (Stop & Shop, ShopRite or Big Y) to you. All you
need to do is email us confirmation that you received the
cards! It is that easy!
If you have any questions, contact Rachel
or Ileane in the office for more
information.

Visit the JCC of New Haven’s Website to register www.jccnh.org
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Come visit us
Location:

ShopRite,
Garafalo Markets
935 Boston Post Road
Milford, CT 06460

Order a Leaf on The Tree of Life celebrating
Milestones, Simchas or someone special.
Leaf type:
Bronze $136
Silver $254
Gold $372

Scott Pearl, D.M.D.

If you or someone you know would like to place an ad
here. Call the Synagogue office for more information
203.799.2341
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